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1. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
1.1 There is an old conjecture that a group of cohomological dimension 
one is free. Extraordinarily little progress has been made towards settling 
this conjecture. It is simple enough to show that every soluble subgroup of a 
group of cohomological dimension one is infinite cyclic (cf. Proposition 3 (iv) 
or the corollary to Proposition 5, below). It is also easy to prove (and well 
known: see, e.g., Stallings [ZO] or Proposition 5, below) that if a group G of 
cohomological dimension one can be generated by a set of elements which 
freely generate G modulo G’ (the commutator group of G) then G is free. 
Besides these two facts little else seems to be known. Indeed, it is not known 
whether the centralizer of a nonunit element in a group of cohomological 
dimension one is infinite cyclic; nor whether a non-Abelian group of coho- 
mological dimension one can have a nontrivial centerl; nor whether a group 
of cohomological dimension one can be simple. Incidentally, W. W. Boone 
has pointed out to us that it follows immediately from Rabin [IS] that there 
is no general and effective procedure whereby one can determine whether 
any finitely presented group is of cohomological dimension one. This fact 
underlines some of the difficulties involved. 
* Research supported by the National Science Foundation. 
+ Sloan Fellow. 
1 But see Addendum at the end. 
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1.2 From a purely group-theoretical viewpoint, the groups of cohomo- 
logical dimension one are easily singled out. For suppose that G is a non- 
trivia1 group and let 
l-+R-+F-+G+l 
be an exact sequence with F free. Then the Abelianized sequence 
is also exact, In [9] Higman pointed out that G is of cohomological dimension 
one if, and only if, some such exact sequence (1) splits. So the nature of F/R’ 
is directly related to our problem. We believe that a further study of groups 
of this form may provide the key to understanding groups of cohomological 
dimension one. 
Our present contribution to the centralizer question is 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a normal subgroup of the free group F and suppose 
FIR is torsion-free. Then the centralizer of an element of FIR’ outside R/R’ is 
injinite cyclic whenever F/R satisjies one of the following additional conditions: 
(i) F/R is a group with a single deJining relation; 
(ii) all two-generator subgroups of F/R have a nontrivial finite image. 
COROLLARY. If FIR is as in Theorem 1 at&d has cohomological dimension 
one, then the centralizer of every nonunit element is infinite-cyclic. 
Note that among the groups satisfying condition (ii) are all residually 
finite groups and aIso all groups having no two-generator perfect subgroups 
(in particular, all residually soluble groups). It seems possible that condition 
(i) implies condition (ii). 
The reduction of Theorem 1 to a problem involving groups of cohomo- 
logical dimension one comes by using the corollary to the following theorem. 
The theorem itself is perhaps of independent interest. 
THEOREM 2. If H/R’ is a nilpotent subgroup of F/R’, where F is any non- 
cyclic free group, then H/R’ is free Abelian. Moreover, 
(1) if H n R < R’, then H/R’ is injkite cyclic; while 
(2) if HnR%RR’ and H$R, then HnR<R and H/HnR is 
a Iwntrivial$nite cyclic group. 
COROLLARY. If F/R is torsion-free, then either H < R or H/R’ is infinite 
C$iC. 
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Theorem 2 contains most of the results on the nilpotent subgroup structure 
of F/R’ obtained so far. It implies (i) that R/R’ is the Hirsch-Plotkin radical 
of F/R’ (see Auslander-Schenkman [2]); (ii) that if F/R is torsion-free and 
uR’, vR’ commute, then uRr, vR’ lie in R/R’ or in some cyclic subgroup of 
F/R’ (Mal’cev [13]); (iii) that if F/R is torsion-free and K/R’ is a locally nil- 
potent subgroup of FIR’, then K < R or K/R’ is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of the additive group of the rational numbers (Smirnov [19]). Our result 
also formally contains Higman’s observation that F/R’ is always torsion- 
free [9] and the Auslander-Lyndon result [I] that R/R’ is its own centralizer 
in FIR’, but we actually use both these facts in our proof. (An extremely 
simple proof of Higman’s result may be found in [3]. We remark also that 
the Auslander-Lyndon result is an immediate consequence of the first two 
paragraphs of the proof of Lemma 3 in [7]: these imply that if F/R is cyclic, 
then R/R/, as F/R-module, contains a nonzero free module as a direct sum- 
mand.) 
Mal’cev’s theorem in [13], stated above as consequence (ii) of Theorem 2, 
shows that whenever F/R is torsion-free, the centralizer of a nonunit element 
in R/R’ is R/R’. It follows from this and Theorem 1 that, ifFiR is a group as 
it1 Theorem I, then F/R’ is a U-group, i.e., a group ifz which extraction of roots 
is unique. 
Mal’cev also proved in [13] (cf. also [3]) that if F/R is a U-group, so is 
F/R’. It is worth recording the following consequence of this and Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. If  G is a U-group and has cohomological dimension one, 
then the centralizer of every nonunit element is inJinite-cyclic. 
The proof is simple. If  G is presented as in (l), we may view G as a sub- 
group of F/R’. I f  x, y  in G commute with a (-f 1) in G, then <x, a) (the group 
generated by 3~’ and a) is Abelian and therefore, by the corollary to Theorem 2, 
is cyclic, say on c. I f  a = cnL, then a = y-lay = (y-lcy)m yields cm = (y-‘cy)” 
and so c = y-icy because FIR’ is a U-group. But then x E (c) shows that x 
and y  commute. Thus the centralizer of a is Abelian and therefore is cyclic 
(Corollary to Theorem 2). 
1.3 Returning to Theorem 1, let C be the centralizer of an element in 
FIR’ but outside R/R’. By the corollary to Theorem 2, C n (R/R’) = 1 
and hence C has cohomological dimension one. We shall be done if we can 
show C is Abelian. 
W7e assert that every nontrivial subgroup of C has a nontrivia center. 
For if G is any group of cohomological dimension one with a nontrivial 
center c(G), then G/c(G) is periodic. This is true because (g, c(G)) is cyclic 
for every g in G (Theorem 2). From this and the fact that G is torsion-free 
we conclude that every nontrivial subgroup intersects c(G) nontrivially. 
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Let T be a two-generator subgroup of C. Then (i) T has cohomological 
dimension one, (ii) t(T) is infinite cyclic, and (iii) T/l(T) is periodic. Part (i) 
of Theorem 1 is now an immediate consequence of 
PROFOSITION 2. Let T be a tzuo-generator subgroup of a torsion-free group 
on a single dejining relation. If c(T) is cyclic and T/<(T) is periodic, then T is 
cyclic. 
Part (ii) of Theorem 1 will follow from 
THEOREM 3. If G has cohomological dimension one and nontrivial center 
t(G), then 
(i) G!<(G) is a periodic group without elements of order taco; 
(ii) all normal subgroups of G must lie in c(G). 
If  G is as in Theorem 3 and possesses a proper subgroup of finite index, 
then G must be cyclic: for by Theorem 3, G/{(G) is finite (there is a normal 
subgroup of finite index) and so G’ is finite by a theorem of Schur. Thus G 
is Abelian and so is cyclic. 
By taking G to be the group T above, we see that the proof of Theorem 1 
(ii) is now complete (modulo Theorems 2 and 3). Our argument has also 
shown that any noncyclic group of cohomological dimension one and with a 
proper subgroup of finite index has trivial center. Somewhat more generally 
we have the following simple 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3. If G is noncyclic, has cohoF1wkogical dimension 
one, and possesses a proper subgroup of jinite index, then G contains no nontrivial 
cyclic normal subgroup. 
For if (a) f  1 is normal but not central in G, then b-l-ab = a-l for some 
b in G. If  b”” = as, say, then 
as = b-lbzkb = (b-lab)” = a-8, 
which is impossible as G is torsion-free. Thus a + 1 is central in G and this 
cannot happen by the argument given above. 
In view of Theorem 2, it would clearly have been permissible to write 
“nilpotent” instead of “cyclic’* in the above corollary. In fact, it would have 
been possible to write “soluble” also. For every soluble group of cohomo- 
logical dimension one has to be cyclic. This is implied by part (iij or part (iv) 
of the following proposition which presents all our information on the derived 
series of a group of cohomological dimension one. 
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We shall write the derived series of a group G as (G(~)~IoL < 6). Thus S 
is the first ordinal for which G(*) = G@+l) (but, of course, G(s) need not be 
trivial). We call 6 the derived length of G. 
PROPOSITION 3. If G has cohomological dimension one and derived length 
6, then 
(i) 6 = 1 ;f, and only if, G/G’ is cyclic; 
(ii) S > 1 implies 6 > w; 
(iii) G/G(“) is a splitting group (projective element) in the variety of soluble 
groups of derived length < k (k = 1, 2,...); 
(iv) ;f G@) = 1, then 6 = 1 or 6 is a limit ordinal. 
Part (iii) implies that residually soluble groups of cohomological dimension 
one are residually jinite p-groups, for all primes p: for each GIGtk’ is a sub- 
group of a free soluble group and these groups are known to be residually 
finite p-groups, for all primes p (see [6]). 
1.4 A somewhat wider class of groups than those of cohomological dimen- 
sion one consists of the groups having trivial cohomological dimension one. 
DEFINITION. The trivial cohomological dimension of a group G is the least 
integer k such that Hg(G, ,4) = 0 for all trivial G-modules A and all 4 > k. 
We shall write this dimension as ted G. 
I f  cd G stands for the usual cohomological dimension of G, then obviously 
ted G < cd G. We shall see in a moment that this inequality can certainly 
be strict. 
The universal coefficient theorem gives a useful way of reinterpreting the 
trivial dimension of a group. The theorem asserts that for any trivial G- 
module A, 
H”+l(G, L4) gg Horn, (H,+,(G, Z), A) @ Exti (H,(G, Z), A). 
Hence we have 
PROPOSITION 4. For any group G, ted G < k if, and only if, Hk(G, Z) 
is Z-free and H,(G, Z) = 0 for all q > k. 
Thus ted G = 1 if, and only if, H&G, Z) = 0 for all q > 1 and G/G’ is a 
nontrivial free Abelian group. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G be generated by a and b subject to the single relation 
a3 = b2. Then (i) G is a non-Abelian group with nontrivial center and G/G’ 
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is infinite cyclic; (ii) G is residually soluble and residually finite; 
(iii) ted G = 1; (iv) cd G = 2. 
A nontrivial group G with ted G = 0 has recently been constructed, using 
topological arguments, by David Epstein [5]. Such groups are by no means 
rare. Indeed we shall prove, by purely algebraic methods, the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a 2-generator l-relator group. If G/G’ is infnite- 
cyclic and G’ is perfect, then ted G’ = 0. 
An explicit group of this type is provided in 
EXAMPLE 2. If  G is generated by a and b subject to the single relation 
a = [[a, b], [a”, b]], then the commutator group G’ of G satisfies ted G’ = 0 
and cd G’ = 2. 
It is conceivable that among the perfect derived groups of Theorem 4 
there are some of cohomological dimension one. But this we have been 
unable to decide. 
Unfortunately neither G’ in Example 2, nor Epstein’s example is finitely 
generated. We leave open the interesting question of whether there can exist 
finitely generated groups with trivial dimension zero. 
If  H is a subgroup of a group G, then always cd H < cd G. This can 
easily fail, however, if one uses trivial dimensions. For instance, the group 
of Example 1 will turn out to contain free Abelian groups of rank 2 and such 
groups have trivial dimension two. Or again, the cyclic subgroups of G’ 
in Example 2 all have trivial dimension one. 
Example 1 shows that Proposition 3 (iii) fails for groups of trivial dimension 
one: for the group of Example 1 cannot be residually nilpotent. The correct 
analogue is this: if ted G = 1, then each G/GTC is a splitting group in the variety 
of nilpotent groups of class < k. (Here G = G, -3 G, := G’ > G, > *.e 
denotes the lower central series of G.) The result is an immediate consequence 
of 
PROPOSITION 5. If H2(G, A) = 0 for all trivial G-modules A, then there 
exists a free group F (possibly trivial) and a homomorphism p of F into G such 
that CJJ induces isomorphisms F/F, --+ G/Gk, for all k > 1. 
This proposition is essentially contained in Theorems 7.3 and 7.4 of [20]. 
Our proof consists merely in copying an argument given by P. Hall in [a]. 
Note that 93 is. necessarily one-one (because n F, = 1). Observe also that 
Proposition 5 combines with Proposition 3 (iii) to show that residually sofuble 
groups of cohomological dimension one are parafree in the sense of [4]. 
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The class of groups satisfying H*(G, A) = 0 for all trivial G-modules A 
properly contains the class of all groups having trivial cohomological dimen- 
sion one. For the former class contains all finite perfect groups with trivial 
integral second homology group, while the latter contains no finite groups at 
all (Swan [21]). It would be interesting to have precise information about 
the way the first class contains the second. 
An explicit example (and, as a matter of fact, the smallest possible example) 
of a finite perfect group G with H,(G, 2) = 0 is provided by the Schur 
covering group (Darstellungsgruppe) of the alternating group of degree 5. 
Schur gives an explicit presentation of this group, which he calls B, ([la, 
p. 169) and it follows immediately from this presentation that the Sylow 
2-subgroups of B, are quaternion groups. Hence as 1 B, 1 = 120, 
H2(B5, Z) = 0 by the theorem on p. 108 of [Id].l 
Proposition 5 has the following 
COROLLARY. Let G possess an ascending series ( Vm; 01 < p) whose factors 
are Abelian or Jinite. If H?(H, A) = 0 f or all subgroups H and all trivial H- 
llzodules A, then G must be injinite-cyclic. 
It would not be sufficient here to assume only that H2(G, A) = 0 for all 
trivial G-modules. This is shown by our last example. 
EXAMPLE 3. If G is generated by a and b subject to a-lba = b2, then (i) G 
is metabelian and G/G’ is cyclic, (ii) ted G = 1 and (iii) cd G = 2. 
1.5 The proofs of our results are arranged in the following order: 
Proposition 5, the Corollary to Proposition 5 and Theorem 2 in Subsection 
2.1; Proposition 3 and Theorem 3 in 2.2; Proposition 2 in 2.3; and 
Theorem 4 and the examples in 2.4. 
2. PROOFS 
2.1 Proof of Proposition 5. By the universal coefficient theorem, the 
hypothesis on G implies that G/G’ is free Abelian. (One may also see this 





which splits by hypothesis, and then using the argument on p. 346 of [S].) 
1 We are indebted to C. B. Thomas for showing us this example, in its topological 
setting, as Plzo on p. 628 of [Z4]. 
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Let (gi; i ~0 be a subset of G such that (g,G’} is a basis of GIG’ and let F 
be a free group on a set (xi; i 6 I>. Then xi --f gi , i E I, extends to a homo- 
morphism g, of F into G and g, induces an isomorphism of F/F, onto GIG,. 
Moreover, by Burnside’s basis theorem, FpG, = G for all K > 1. 
We shall prove our result by an induction on K. Suppose therefore that we 
already know y  induces an isomorphism yB : FIF, -+ G/G, and consider 
F Gil G l-+T-+-------+--- 
F kfl G,,, - " 
By induction, T < Fk/Fkfl and therefore T is a trivial G-module. Conse- 
quently H2(G, T) = 0 an d so the pullback extension of T by G corresponding 
to the above diagram must be split. Hence we have a homomorphism 
6 : G -+F/Fk+l making the appropriate triangle commutative. Clearly B induces 
6’ : G/Gkl-l -+F/F,,, with the property that B’rp,,, is the identity on G/G,+, . 
Hence 8’ is one-one. But 8’ is onto F/F,,, , by the basis theorem, because 
T S FP,,, . Thus 8’ is an isomorphism and therefore T = 1, as required. 
Proof of the Corollary to Proposition 5. Observe first that the hypothesis 
ensures that G is torsion-free. Suppose we have proved our result for soluble 
groups. Then we show, by an induction on 01, that each VU is cyclic. 
For assume V6 is cyclic for all p < cy. If  a is a limit ordinal, or if 01 = ,8 + 1 
and V&VP is Abelian, then V, is soluble and so is cyclic, by assumption. 
If  c1 = /3 + 1 and Va,,/Vs is finite, then the centralizer C of V6 in V,, 
has a finite commutator group (by a theorem of Schur) and thus C is Abelian 
(because G is torsion-free). But T;a+r/ C is trivial or of order 2. Hence again 
V, is soluble and thus is cyclic. 
It remains to consider the case G soluble. If  His an Abelian subgroup then, 
by Proposition 5, N is cyclic. It follows, by a result of Mal’cev [12], that G 
is polycyclic. We show G is cyclic by an induction on the length of a cyclic 
chain. So let H be a cyclic, normal subgroup of G with G/H cyclic, The 
centralizer C of H in G is then Abelian and therefore is cyclic. I f  C # G, G 
cannot be torsion-free (cf. the paragraph immediately following the Corollary 
to Theorem 3 in Subsection 1.3 above). Hence G = G, and we are done. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall write bars over elements, subsets and 
subgroups of F to denote their images in P = F/R’. 
I f  B n J? = 1, cd riT < 1 and thus, by the Corollary to Proposition 5, 
l? is infinite-cyclic. 
Assume now that R n 2 # 1 and that J? 4 R. Let E = HR. Since R 
is nilpotent, R n R lies in the hypercenter of E and therefore in the center 
of E (by Proposition 1 of [7]). Since If n R f  1, E/R s njfl n a is a finite 
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group ([I], Theorem 2). Thus R r\ R is central of finite index in I7 and thus, 
as usual, R is Abelian. Consequently, R n a < R by Theorem 1 of [I]. 
To show that A = H/H n R is finite cyclic, we use induction on the order 
of A. So we only need to verify that A cannot be Abelian of type (p, p), for 
any prime p. Now E’ = l-2, g] and so a n 8? = [a, &j, i.e., H2(A, 2) = 0: 
but this is false for groups of type (p, p). 
Finally, let n = (H : H n R). Then z -+ Kfi is an endomorphism of R 
(because n is Abelian) with trivial kernel (because R is torsion-free) and free- 
Abelian image (because R n R is free Abelian). Thus H is free Abelian. 
2.2 Let H be a normal subgroup of G and A any G/H-module. Then A 
is a G-module via G -+ G/H and hence also a (trivial) H-module via the 
inclusion H + G. If  Hl(H, A) = 0, the inflation mapping 
H’ (G/H, A) + H2(G, A) 
is one-one ([18], p. 126). Now H1(H, A) = 0 for all trivial H-modules A if, 
and only if, H is perfect (by the universal coefficient theorem). Hence we 
have proved 
LEMMA 1. If H is a perfect normal subgroup of G and cd G < 1, then aIso 
&G/H,< 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let us write Z = l(G). We have already observed 
that G/Z is a torsion-group and that every non-trivial subgroups meets Z 
non-trivially. [Cf. the second paragraph of Subsection 1.31. We also know 
that 2 is cyclic. 
Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G and that G/N is torsion-free. Then 
2 n N > 1 implies Z/Z n Nr ZN/N is finite and so is trivial, i.e., N > 2. 
HenceN=GorN=l. 
Now G/G’ is certainly torsion-free and thus 
(*) if G+G’ then G = Z. 
By Lemma 1, a perfect normal subgroup gives a torsion-free quotient 
group. Hence if N is normal and 1 < N < G, then N # N’ and therefore, 
by (*), N is cyclic. I f  N 4 2, the centralizer C of N has index 2 in G, so that 
G is cyclic by (*). This contradiction shows that N must be contained in Z. 
It remains to prove that G/Z contains no elements of order two. Suppose 
x2 E Z. Then, for every g in G, <x, g-rxg) Z/Z is metabelian (every group 
generated by two elements each of order two is an image of the infinite 
dihedral group) and hence [x, g-rxg] = 1 (Corollary to Proposition 5). Thus 
the normal closure of x in G is Abelian and hence x E Z, by part (ii). 
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We preface our proof of Proposition 3 with some simple remarks. Suppose 
we have a split extension 
where our notation means that urr is the identity on G and i is to be viewed 
as inclusion. Thus E = G”M, G” n M = 1. If  v  is any given verbal sub- 
group function, then 
V(E) = V(G)” . (M n V(E)). 
Hence we have the split extension 
M 
l-+ 
E T’ G 
--11, 
Mnv(E)-a(E) 2 v(G) 
where rr’ : ev(E) - e%(G), u’ : gv(G) -+ g%(E). These remarks have proved 
LEMMA 2. If 1 --+ M - E - G - 1 is a split extension and E/v(E) is a 
free group in the variety determined by v, then G/v(G) is a splitting group in the 
same variety. 
Observe that this lemma appears to yield a new proof of Proposition 5. 
For if E in Lemma 2 is chosen to be a free group, then the hypothesis of 
Proposition 5 gives the split extensions 
’ - [M, ET,., E] - [M, E:.., E] - ‘- 1 
k k 
for all K > 1. Now 
E,,, > EM, .%.., El, 
k 
and therefore, by Lemma 2, G/Gk+r is a splitting group in the variety of all 
nilpotent groups of class < k. But these groups are free nilpotent by Hall’s 
theorem in 181. Of course, what we did above was to reprove Hall’s theorem 
in the present context. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We begin with (iii). From any free presentation 
1+ R -+F -+ G ---f 1 we deduce split extensions 
l-+---4---- R F -+G-+l R(k) R(k) 
for all k > 1. Since Fck) > R(k), our result follows from Lemma 2. 
4W6/3-9 
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Now suppose that G/G’ is cyclic. By (iii), G/G” is a subgroup of a free 
metabelian group and so is residually nilpotent. Hence G/G” is Abelian and 
thus G’ = G”, i.e., 6 = 1. 
By Lemma 1, G/G (*I has cohomological dimension one and so, if 6 is 
finite, G/G@) is cyclic (Corollary to Proposition 5). This proves the other half 
of (i) and also (ii). 
Finally, if G(a) = 1 where S > 1 and 6 is not a limit-ordinal, then G has a 
nontrivial normal cyclic subgroup and yet G possesses a proper subgroup of 
finite index (because G # G’): this contradicts the corollary to Theorem 3. 
2.3 The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 2. For convenience 
let us term a torsion-free group a E-group if every two-generator subgroup H 
with cyclic center c(H) and periodic factor group H/[(H) is cyclic. Then 
Proposition 2 asserts that every torsion-free group on a single defining relation 
is a a-group. This will follow easily from 
LEMMA 3. If A and B are C-groups, then so is every generalized free product 
of A and B. 
Proof. Let C be a generalized free product of A and B and E a subgroup 
of C generated by u and v  with center 2. We assume Z is cyclic, E/Z is periodic 
and shall prove E cyclic by an induction on 1 u 1 + [ 7~ j (the sum of the lengths 
of u and v). I f  1 II ] + 1 v  1 $ 1 the desired conclusion is part of the hypothesis. 
Therefore let 1 u 1 + / v  1 = n > 1. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that u is cyclically reduced. 
Case (a): 1 u 1 > 1. Since E/Z is periodic, urn = vn for some nonzero m 
and n. This implies v  is cyclically reduced of length at least two. If  1 u / < I v  / 
then u” = V~ forces v  = uvr , where I u 1 + I wr 1 = I v  1 . As 
(u, n) = (u, q), our induction hypothesis applies and makes E cyclic, 
Case(b): lul=l. Writev=x-lv,xwithIvI=IxI+Iv,I+/rI. 
o, cyclically reduced of length at least one and either x = 1 or ( x ( >, 1. There 
are three subcases. 
Subcase I : 1 v1 1 > 1. Let v= = Us. Since We = x-b,%, we have 
~vn~=2~x(+~n~~o,~>l,whicl~contradicts~u~l~l. 
Subcase 2: I zlr I = 1 and x = 1. If  u and v  lie in the same factor there 
is nothing more to do. If  not, uv is cyclically reduced of length 2 and no power 
of it is a power of u. So we have a contradiction. 
Subcase 3: I v1 I = 1 and x # 1. We write x =x1 ...xt where the xi 
lie in different factors (i.e., in A or B) and shall suppose, for definiteness, that 
u E A. I f  xt 6 A, then uv is cyclically reduced of length at least two. Now urr- 
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is a power of uz1 for some m # 0. But 1 uM 1 < 1. So this is impossible and 
hence xt E A. But consider 
j?* = qEx;l = (x$t%;l, x& *-- x+,x, -** X&l). 
Then E* E E and 
So E* is cyclic by induction. 
Case (c): j u I = 0 and v = x-~v~x, with v, cyclically reduced of Zength > 1. 
I f  / vI ( > 1, then u = 1 follows by the same argument as in (b), 1. Thus. 
/ v, / = 1 and hence I x I > 0 (by (b), 2). Now let 
E” = (xux-l, vl). 
Again E* g E and 
1 am+ I + I Vl I < 2 I x l + I v, I = I 1‘ I + l v I * 
So by induction, E* is cyclic and hence so is E. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Let G be a torsion-free group with a single defining 
relator Y. We may assume that Y is cyclically reduced of length at least two. 
Observe that G can be embedded in a torsion-free group H with a single 
defining relation in such a way that 
(i) H contains a normal subgroup N with infinite cyclic quotient group 
H/N; 
(ii) N is an ascending union of certain subgroups NI < N, < a.*; 
[iii) there is a torsion-free group M with a single defining relator s with 
/sj<]r]s~~chthatN,rMandN~+r is a generalized free product of Nz 
and a group isomorphic to M for i = 1,2,... (Magnus [II]}. Now by induction 
on / P 1 , Nr is a &-group. Hence, by Lemma 3, Ni is a E-group for all i > 1. 
Consequently N is a E-group. Since (5. is a poly-property, H itself lies in CT 
and hence so does G. 
2,4 Let 1 --+ R + F -+ G -+ 1 be a free presentation, where R is the 
normal closure of the single element w. We shall need Lyndon’s theorem [I01 
that if m is not itself a proper power of another element, then cd G < 2. 
Now R/[R, F] is cyclic (and nontrivial), while R/R I? F’ z RF’IF is always 
infinite cyclic (but possibly trivial). Hence R n F’I[R, F] is always infinite 
cyclic and it is nontrivial if, and only if, R < F’. Thus we have 
LEMMA 4. If G is a group with a singte dejning relation, then cd G < 2 
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and ted G = 1 if, and only if, G/G ’ is a non-trivial free ,4belian group and the 
relatioti cannot be expressed as a word in commutators. 
It follows from this lemma that the groups in Examples 1 and 3 have trivial 
cohomological dimension one. 
If  G is the group in Example 3, then obviously G’ is the normal closure of 
6 and G is metabelian: in fact, it is easy to see that G’ is isomorphic to the 
subgroup of the additive group of rational numbers consisting of those 
rationals having the form ~/2~. Thus G’ is Abelian but not cyclic. It follows 
that cd G > 1, i.e., cd G = 2. This completes Example 3. 
Let.G be the group in Example 1. It is easy to check that (b”, ab) cannot be 
cyclic since / b2 1 = 0, ( ab 1 = 2 and ab is cyclically reduced: yet it is Abelian 
because P is central. Hence cd G = 2. It remains to verify that G is residually 
soluble and residually finite. I f  2 = (b”), then G/Z is the free product of a 
group of order two and a group of order three. Hence H/Z = (G/Z)’ is a 
free group and so H g Z x H/Z. Now Z and H/Z are residually soluble and 
also residually finite, while G/H is finite and Abelian. Hence the result. 
We turn finally to the proof of Theorem 4 and Example 2. First we prove 
Theorem 4. We have a group G generated by a and b on a single defining 
relator r = $a, 6) such that G/G’ is infinite cyclic. There is no loss of 
generality in assuming that b occurs with exponent sum zero in Y and that 
a E G’. This implies that G’ is the normal closure of a. So if we put 
a, = b-i&i (i = 0, f  I,...), 
then G’ is generated by . . . . a-, , a, , a, ,... subject to the defining relations 
+,+i ,..., aAt+d = 1 (i = 0, & l,...), 
where m and M are respectively the least and greatest s&ix appearing in Y 
when rewritten as a word in the ai. Let e, ,..., e, be the exponent sums of 
a m ,..., aM, respectively, in $a, ,..., ahf). Consider now the Abelian group 
on generators . . . . u-r , ua , zli ,... subject to the defining relations 
uf& **a ug!+i = 1 (i = 0, rf I,...). 
This group is isomorphic to the factor-commutator group of G’ and hence is 
trivial (since G’ is perfect). Therefore all but one of e,,, ,... eM must be zero 
and the nonzero one is & 1. By suitably relabeling, we may assume that m = 0 
and also, that e,, = 1. Then r(a,+i ,..., aM+J = r(ai ,..., aM+i) can be written 
in the form 
r(ai ,..., aM+i) = air’(ai ,..., aM+J, 
where #(ai ,..., aMti) is a word with exponent sum zero for each ai that 
appears. (Note that this is actually equivalent to G” = G’.) We know already 
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(Lyndon [lo]) that cd G < 2. Hence cd G’ < 2 and thus ted G’ < 2. In 
order to prove that ted G’ = 0 we have therefore only to verify that 
N,(G, Z) = 0. We see this as follows. LetF be a free group freely generated by 
. ..) x-1 , x0 ) Xl )... 
and let R be the normal closure in F of the elements 
ri = x/(x, )...) xfir+a) (i = 0, & l,... ). 
Then FIR s G’. Consider an element u = T:; ..* Y;; where i1 < s-m < 4. 
We have 
y  =_ g?” . . . “2 21 (mod F’) 
and hence u E R I-IF’ if, and only if, n, = .a* = nk = 0. Thus R/R CT F’ 
is free A4belian on all ri(R n F’). But R&R, F] is generated as Abelian group 
by all rJ,R,F]. Therefore R n F’ = [R, F] so that H,(G’, Z) = 0. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Let us look now at the group 
G = (a, b; a = [[u, b], [a2, 611) 
of Example 2. Then it follows immediately either from the proof of 
Theorem 4, or directly, that G’ is a perfect group generated by the elements 
ai = b-i&i (i = 0, & l,-..) 
subject to the defining relations 
ai = [a;la,+, , u;“u:+J (i = 0, -l l,...). 
It remains only to prove that cd G’ 4: 2. By appealing to Magnus [II] we 
see that, for example, the subgroup H of G’ generated by a, and a, is com- 
pletely defined by the single defining relation 
a, = [a& , U;;“U12]. 
Again making use of the methods of Magnus [II] it follows readily that the 
normal closure of a, in H is free. So H is residually soluble. But a residually 
soluble group of cohomological dimension one is residually nilpotent [cf. the 
paragraph immediately following Proposition Subsection 3 in 1.31. Now H/H’ 
is infinite cyclic and hence H’ = 1. But this is certainly not the case. This 
contradiction ensures that cd H = 2 and hence cd G’ = 2, as desired. 
It seems possible that if G is any knot group whose derived group G’ is 
perfect, then ted G’ = 0. This seems to be a difficult problem which may 
be more amenable to a geometric rather than an algebraic approach. 
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Added in proof (8th June 1967). We are extremely grateful to Richard 
G. Swan for showing us the following lemma and for his permission to 
include it here. 
LEMMA. If G is a jinitely-generated, perfect group of cohomological dimen- 
sion one, then the center of G is trivial. 
This fact, together with what has been shown earlier in our paper, changes 
Theorem 3 to the simple statement: ;f G ha-s cohomological dimension one, 
then G is cyclic or the center of G is trivial (and hence the centralizers of all 
nonunit elements are infinite-cyclic). Theorem 1 is now true without the 
additional hypothesis (i) or (ii). 
The proof of Swan’s lemma depends on the notion of trace and the main 
result in John Stallings’ paper: Centerless groups-an algebraic formulation 
of Gottlieb’s theorem in Topology 4 (1965), 129-134. Let tr be the universal 
trace function for ZG (Stallings, Section 1.5). If P is a finitely generated 
projective ZG-module, write rk(P) for ran&(P) (Stallings, Section 1.8). 
The unit augmentation E : ZG + Z in d uces in a natural way an augmentation 
E’ of ZG/A, where A is the additive group generated by all xy - yx. It is 
easy to see that <‘(rk(P)) is just the ordinary rank of the free Abelian group 
P/Pg, where g = Ker E. Let x be the Euler characteristic of (g -+ ZG) 
(recall Gis finitely generated and cd G < 1). Then c’(x) = 1 - rk(G/G’) = 1 
(as G = G’), so that x # 0. If J is a conjugacy class with nonzero coefficient 
in x, then, by Stallings’ main result (Section 3.4), .% also has nonzero 
coefficient for any x in 2, the center of G. Suppose Z # 1. Then Z is infinite 
and hence there exists z # 1 so that x” = E, i.e., y-lxy = xz for some 
y in G. But then (x, y, s> is nilpotent, hence cyclic and so x = 1, a contra- 
diction. 
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